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Abstract

For Alzheimer’s disease treatment trials that focus on the
pre-dementia stage of disease, outcome measures are needed
that will enable assessment of disease progression in patients
who are clinically normal. The EU/US CTAD Task Force,
an international collaboration of investigators from industry,
academia, non-profit foundations, and regulatory agencies,
met in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, on November 19,
2014 to discuss existing and novel outcome assessments that
may be useful in pre-dementia trials. Composite measures that
assess changes in episodic memory, executive function, global
cognition, and global function have recently been developed
by a number of groups and appear to be sensitive at this stage.
Functional measures that involve real-life complex tasks also
appear to capture early subtle changes in pre-dementia subjects
and have the advantage of representing clinically meaningful
change. Patient reported outcomes and novel CSF and imaging
biomarkers have also shown promise. More studies are needed
to validate all of these tests in the pre-dementia population.
Many of them have been incorporated as exploratory measures
in ongoing or planned trials.
Key words: Pre-dementia Alzheimer’s disease, cognitive outcome
assessments, functional outcome assessments, biomarkers.
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Introduction

T

reatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has
moved increasingly into the pre-dementia space,
as the field has coalesced around the idea that
the best chance for slowing or preventing dementia will
require intervening before substantial neurodegeneration
has taken place (1). This approach reflects accumulating
knowledge from prospective cohort studies in healthy
elderly individuals, patients with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), and AD (2); as well as longitudinal
studies in carriers of deterministic autosomal dominant
mutations (3), which indicate that the pathological
processes that underlie AD begin decades before
symptoms become apparent, and that the amount of
pathology is advanced already in the MCI stage of the
disease.
Designing secondary prevention trials for predementia populations presents many challenges,
including how to identify appropriate subjects for such
trials and how to assess treatment effectiveness. The EU/
US -CTAD Task Force, an international collaboration
of investigators from academia, industry, non-profit
foundations and regulatory agencies met in Philadelphia
on November 19, 2014 to address some of these
challenges, in particular, the need for measures that will
enable assessment of disease progression in a normal, or
near-normal population that is destined to develop AD
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because of genetic or other risk factors.
Five large prevention trials have recently been
launched or are in the planning stages, taking different
approaches to the challenge of identifying appropriate
study populations at high risk for AD (Table 1). The
Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network Trials Unit
(DIAN-TU, www.DIAN-TU.org , Clinicaltrials.gov
identifier NCT01760005) trial (4) and the Alzheimer’s
Prevention Initiative (API) Autosomal Dominant
Alzheimer’s Disease (ADAD) trial (Clinicaltrials.gov
identifier NCT01998841) (5, 6), include individuals with
rare genetic mutations in genes that confer near certainty
of developing early onset AD; The API APOE4 trial
will enroll people who are at increased genetic risk of
developing late onset AD based on their APOE genotype
(6); The TOMMORROW trial is enrolling people with
a genetically-based increased risk of AD determined
through the use of a pharmacogenetic algorithm based
on TOMM40 and APOE genotype and age (7); and the
Anti-Amyloid Treatment in Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s
(A4) Study is enrolling individuals who are known to
have significant quantities of amyloid deposition in their
brains as identified by positron emission tomography
(PET) scans (8).
Table 1. Secondary Prevention Trials
Name of trial
DIAN-TU1

API-ADAD2
API-APOE43
TOMMORROW
A44

Enrichment criteria

Treatment

Autosomal dominant mutations
in APP, PSEN1, PSEN2

Gantenerumab
Solanezumab

Autosomal dominant mutations
in PSEN1 E280A

Crenezumab

Homozygosity of the ApoEε4
allele

CAD106
BACE inhibitor

Algorithm based on TOMM40
and APOE genotypes

Pioglitazone

Positive PET amyloid scan

Solanezumab

Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (NIAAA) (10-12) and an International Working Group
(IWG) (13, 14), biomarkers were incorporated into the
diagnostic framework. These criteria thus operationalized
prodromal AD as MCI plus biomarkers (e.g., elevated
amyloid-ligand retention on PET or low cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) amyloid-beta 1-42 peptide (Aβ42) and led
to the acceptance of prodromal AD as a target for drug
development.

Cognitive/clinical endpoints
The recommendations for revised diagnostic
criteria were based on the Dubois criteria (15) and the
hypothetical model proposed by Jack et al (16, 17),
which suggested that the disease can be defined as a
trajectory of biomarker and clinical changes prior to
the onset of dementia. Data obtained from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI),
DIAN (3), API (18), and other studies have in general
supported the hypothetical model, but have revealed
additional complexity. Rather than indicating that the
various measures progress sequentially, i.e., amyloid
first followed by tau abnormalities, brain structural
changes, and finally changes in memory and function,
the data suggest that these abnormalities overlap, and
may change more in parallel during the evolution of
AD. The trajectory prescribed also depends on the
sensitivity of each biomarker or test instrument used
(19). Even cognitive measures move roughly in parallel
with other assessments of disease progression, including
biomarkers, suggesting that cognition may function as an
appropriate outcome measure for clinical trials (20).
However, measures of cognition currently used are not
sensitive in early disease. For example, the Alzheimer’s
Disease Assessment Scale Cognitive Subscale (ADASCog) is the most widely used cognitive outcome
measure used in clinical trials of AD treatments, yet
lacks sensitivity to detect subtle cognitive changes in
prodromal disease (21). This has led to multiple efforts to
develop a single composite scale optimized for patients
with MCI. These composites have been constructed in
one of two ways, driven either by neuropsychological
theory or analysis of data from observational studies
and clinical trials. Theory-driven composites are based
on traditional neuropsychological measures known
to assess domains sensitive to decline in AD, such as
word list, story recall, and executive function; whereas
data-drive composites included only those items from
the ADAS-Cog, CDR-SB, Mini-Mental State Exam
(MMSE), Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ),
and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL)
questionnaires that demonstrated the most decline over
time (22-24). Theory- and data-driven composites had
a similar set of domains – episodic memory, executive
function, global cognition, and global function included,
although there was some variation in the assessment tools

1- Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer’s Network-Trials Unit trial; 2- Alzheimer’s
Prevention Initiative Autosomal Dominant Alzheimer’s Disease trial; 3- Alzheimer’s Prevention Initiative APOE4 trial; 4- Anti-Amyloid Treatment in Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s Study

Assessing the effects of a treatment in a predementia population is complicated. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) recently published
a draft guidance outlining their thinking about drug
development of early stage AD (9). In this guidance,
they note the difficulty of using time-to-dementia as an
endpoint in clinical trials since it fails to take into account
the gradually progressive nature of the disease. They
suggested using continuous outcome measures, such as
the Clinical Dementia Rating Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB)
scale; yet while such measures may enable efficient trial
design, they do not eliminate the need for large trials
with long duration. Moreover, while the CDR-SB may
represent a useful outcome measure for subjects with
MCI, it lacks sensitivity in the pre-clinical stages of the
disease (10).
In the revised criteria proposed by the National
129
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Table 2. Data Driven Composites
Composite

ADAS-Cog items

CDR

ProADAS
(Astra Zeneca) (25)

Word recall
Delayed word
recall
Orientation
Word finding
Number Cancellation

TriAD (Janssen)
(24)

Word recall
Delayed word
recall
Orientation

3 cognition boxes

ADCCS (Janssen)
(26)

Word Recall
Delayed word
recall
Orientation
Word recognition

All items

ADCOMS (Eisai)
(22)

Delayed word
recall
Orientation
Word recognition
Word finding

All items

ProADAS + FAQ/
iADL (25)

MMSE

FAQ

Other

Word recall
Delayed word
recall
Orientation
Word finding
Number Cancellation

All items

ADCS-ADL: iADL
items

ADAS-Cog + FAQ/
iADL

All items

All items

ADCS-ADL: iADL
items

Pfizer (23)

Word recall
Delayed word
recall
Orientation

Orientation
Constructional
praxis

All items

All items

used (Table 2).
The performance of these composites was compared
using data sets from ADNI, the Baltimore Longitudinal
Study of Aging (BLSA), and phase 3 placebo and
treatment arm data from mild AD patients enrolled in
the solanezumab trial. This analysis concluded that the
highest signal to noise ratios (SNRs) in observational/
placebo data were observed for composites that
include both cognition and function, regardless of
whether the composites were theory or data driven.
For the solanezumab treatment data, the highest SNRs
were observed for pure cognitive measures. Therefore,
composites that show high SNRs in placebo groups did
not necessarily show high SNRs for treatment differences.
Composites have also been built for use in the
previously mentioned prevention trials (Table 3). The
Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study’s Preclinical
Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite (ADCS-PACC), for
example, is the primary outcome measure for the A4
trial (27); the API used an empirically-driven approach

to create two cognitive composites to be used in as the
primary endpoints in their trials (28, 29); and the DIANTU is also developing their own cognitive composite,
using three complementary approaches to select
items: 1) a data-driven approach to derive the optimal
combination of items; 2) a theoretical approach, and
3) an exploratory factor analysis approach. All three
approaches indicated that measures of delayed recall
memory were sensitive to pre-symptomatic decline.
Each of these composites was developed and tested
in the specific population targeted in the associated trial.
For example, the API composites were developed using
data from multiple cohorts with the goal of identifying
the combinations most sensitive to detecting and tracking
preclinical cognitive decline in populations at risk for
clinical progression to ADAD or late-onset AD. Data
from the Antioquia PSEN1 E280A cohort were used
to derive the API ADAD composite, corresponding to
the population enrolled in the API-ADAD trial (28).
Data from three longitudinal cohorts from the Rush
130
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Table 3. Cognitive and Clinical Assessments in Preclinical AD Trials: Primary endpoint
ADCS A4

API ADAD

API APOE4

DIAN-TU APT*

ADCS Preclinical Alzheimer
Cognitive composite (PACC)

API ADAD Composite Cognitive Test Score:

API Composite Cognitive Test
Score*:

Composite or single cognitive
outcome from:

• 16-item Free & Cued Selective Reminding Task (SRT)
Total Recall

• 10-word delayed recall

• 10-word delayed recall

• International Shopping List
(ISLT) ( 12 items) Delayed

• Wechsler Memory Scale
(WMS)-R Logical Memory –
Delayed Recall

• Ravens Progressive Matrices
(set A)

• WMS-R Logical Memory –
Delayed Recall

• CogState: One Card Learning & One-Back Tests

• Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS)-R Digit Symbol

• 15-item Multilingual Naming Test (MiNT)

• Ravens Progressive Matrices
(9 items)

• WMS-R Logical Memory –
Delayed Recall

• Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) - Total

• Consortium to Establish a
Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) Constructional
Praxis

• Judgment of Line Orientation

• Clinical Dementia Rating
(CDR)-Sum of Boxes (SB)

• MMSE – Orientation to Time

• Symbol Digit Modalities
• MMSE – Orientation to
Time; Orientation to Place

Adapted from tables provided by the Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention; * finalization pending

Functional endpoints

Alzheimer’s Disease Center’s Religious Orders Study,
Memory and Aging Project, and Minority Aging Research
Study were used to derive a composite sensitive to
detecting and tracking cognitive decline in individuals
who progress to the clinical stages of late onset AD (29).
This composite is currently being refined for use in the
API APOE4 Trial.
The DIAN-TU composite was developed using
data from the DIAN Observational Study (30), while
the ADCS-PACC composite was developed using
observational data from ADNI and the Australian
Imaging, Biomarkers, and Lifestyle Flagship Study of
Ageing (AIBL) (27). Importantly, API, DIAN-TU, and
A4 have come together under the umbrella of the
Collaboration for Alzheimer’s Prevention (CAP) to
ensure that their composites are aligned and comparable.
Another simple-to-administer tool being developed to
assess cognition in early stages of the disease is the ADCS
Cognitive Function Index (31), which incorporates both
self and partner ratings and is also being developed as
an IPAD version. Interestingly this index indicates that
self and partner ratings of cognitive impairment change
at different rates. In very early stages, patients rate their
cognition worse than do their study partners, but as the
disease progresses, the partner ratings begin to catch up.
Task force participants agreed that more work needs to
be done to increase our understanding of the components
of cognition that begin to fail in the earliest stages of the
disease, as well as their relationship to the underlying
disease, clinically meaningful change and response to
drug treatment.

The hypothetical model proposed by Jack et al. in
2010 suggested that functional impairment is a late
manifestation of AD (17). However, recent studies
suggest that impairments in instrumental activities of
daily living (IADLs) occur even in cognitively normal
individuals who later progress to MCI or AD (32, 33).
Mirroring previously-mentioned studies showing subtle
cognitive impairment in preclinical AD, these studies
of IADL decline suggest that functional impairment
also occurs in preclinical AD and may be inextricably
intertwined with cognitive impairment. The challenge is
to identify sensitive measures capable of detecting very
small functional signals in the preclinical space. Such
measures would likely need to incorporate cognitively
complex skills with finely grained interval scaled direct
performance variables, as well as time-to-completion
variables (34).
Recent studies have deepened understanding of the
relationship of cognition and function. Using clinical
trial data from solanezumab trials, Liu-Seifert et al.
showed through path analysis approaches that in mild
AD, cognitive change leads to functional change and
not-vice-versa (35). The correlations between cognition
and function also increase over time as functional decline
become more apparent. These data suggest that cognitive
measures predict functional outcomes.
Composites that include both cognitive and
functional elements are also being investigated for their
sensitivity in early AD. The AD Composite (ADCOMS)
is being used in a trial of E2609, a beta-site amyloid
precursor protein-cleaving enzyme (BACE) inhibitor
(NCT02322021). The trial includes patients with mild AD
131
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dementia and prodromal AD. ADCOMS is an analytic
approach that includes questions from the ADAS-Cog,
CDR and Mini-Mental State Examination.
Financial capacity represents a complex set
of functional skills that are highly vulnerable to AD
cognitive decline (36). For example, studies using the
Financial Capacity Instrument have shown that
financial skills decline in MCI and mild-to-moderate
AD (37-39). Using structural MRI, this decline has been
linked to volume loss in regions of the default mode
network (40, 41). More recently, a short form version
of the instrument, the FCI-SF, has been developed to
investigate functional impairment in earlier phases of
AD (42). The FCI-SF includes both performance and
time to completion variables related to constructs
such as financial conceptual knowledge and use of a
checkbook and register. In a study comparing amyloidpositive and amyloid-negative groups of community
based, cognitively normal older subjects (determined by
PET scanning and cognitive assessments), the measure
detected functional changes on several FCI-SF variables
in the amyloid positive group. The findings suggested
that functional change may occur in AD much earlier
than previously thought, and that in addition to cognitive
measures, direct performance measures of complex
function might also serve as outcomes in preclinical AD
(42). In order to make functional measures like the FCI-SF
usable across countries and cultures that have different
financial systems and mores, it may be necessary to distill
test items into core cognitive abilities that cross financial
and cultural lines, such as numeracy and visual scanning
of complex numerical information.
Another performance-based ADL instrument
was described that incorporates three real-life tasks:
the first requires subjects to refill a prescription over
the telephone, the second to select a new primary care
physician over the telephone, and the third to make a
bank transfer. For the automated phone menu tasks,
both time and errors were significantly different between
subjects who were clinically normal compared to those
with MCI, and these findings correlated with inferior
temporal cortical thinning (43). Another approach,
taken by the Critical Path Institute (C-Path), involves
developing a patient-reported outcome instrument to
assess complex ADLs and interpersonal functioning for
use in MCI trials.
Incorporating functional measures into clinical trials
poses several concerns. First, since functional change
appears to be non-linear, increasing around the late-MCI
stage, delayed start designs could be challenging. Second,
although functional measures most directly correspond
to clinical meaningfulness, they are not specific for AD.
However, from a regulatory point of view, if a drug was
able to show a benefit in both cognitive and functional
outcomes in patients on the AD spectrum, these findings
might be sufficient for approval.

Imaging and biomarker endpoints
AD biomarkers may be useful in clinical trials not only
for enrichment purposes but also to provide objective
evidence of target engagement and disease-modifying
effects (44). Indeed, the recent FDA draft guidance on
developing drugs for early stage disease (9) suggested
that the agency might consider the possibility “that a
claim of disease modification could be supported by
evidence of a meaningful effect on a biomarker in
combination with a clinical benefit.” Similarly, the
European Medicines Agency (EMA) has suggested
that biomarkers could provide supportive evidence for
disease modification (45). However, both regulatory
agencies stress that to be used as outcome measures
in drug trials, data are needed that link the biomarker
findings to downstream effects of drugs and clinical
outcomes. The EU/US Task Force discussed progress
in developing three types of biomarkers that have
shown promise as outcome measures in clinical trials:
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biochemical markers, structural
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) markers, and tau
imaging with positron emission tomography (tau PET).
Biomarker development has been fueled in large part
by ADNI, which set out as one of its primary objectives
the validation and standardization of biomarkers.
Among CSF biomarkers, levels of Aβ42, total tau
(t-tau), and phosphorylated tau (p-tau) have been the
most widely studied. While the combination of low
Aβ42, high t-tau, and high p-tau represents a sensitive
and specific signature for prodromal AD (46), the use
of these measures individually or in combination as
endpoints in clinical trials has not been demonstrated.
For example, in the recently completed solanezumab
pivotal trials in mild-to-moderate AD, treatment resulted
in an increase in total CSF Aβ42 as well as other CSF
changes suggestive of target engagement; these changes
were not associated with significant improvement in
the primary cognitive endpoint, but were associated
with beneficial trends in some cognitive measures (47).
In addition, the phase 2 bapineuzumab trial and both
the phase 3 trials all showed a modest lowering of CSF
p-tau by approximately 10% with treatment, suggestive
of downstream effects on the neurodegenerative process
that was not associated with any cognitive improvement
(48, 49). There are several possible reasons for this
finding, including the likelihood that subjects were too
far advanced along the disease continuum to benefit
from the treatment or that there was too little target
engagement. Future studies will explore whether CSF
biomarkers may be useful as outcome measures in
prodromal trials.
The use of CSF biomarkers in clinical trials will
require standardized protocols, harmonization across
different assay platforms, and the establishment of
universal cutoff values to identify individuals with
disease pathology. The Alzheimer’s Association’s Global
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Biomarkers Standardization Consortium (GBSC), in
collaboration with the Institute for Reference Materials
and Methods (IRMM) and the International Federation
of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (IFCC),
has made substantial progress in this regard (50). They
have developed a mass spectroscopy-based reference
measurement procedure (RMP) for CSF Aβ42, which
has demonstrated excellent agreement between two
labs, and long-term stability tests and value assignment
of a certified reference material (CRM) is ongoing (51,
52). They have also demonstrated that fully automated
instruments may solve the problem of betweenlab variability. It is promising that in the Alzheimer’s
Association Quality control program, which serves to
monitor between-lab and longitudinal variability for the
CSF biomarkers (53), the variability dropped from the
usual 15-20% to a few percent the first round the new
type of automated lab analyzers were evaluated.
It is likely that novel CSF biomarkers will be needed
if they are to be used as outcome measures. Synaptic
degeneration is a central and early phenomenon
during the evolution of AD, and the degree of synaptic
degeneration shows a robust correlation with severity of
cognitive symptoms (54, 55). Measurement of synaptic
proteins in CSF may thus correlate with cognition and
serve as biomarkers for AD. A recent study showed
that CSF levels of the dendritic protein neurogranin
are increased in AD and correlate with future cognitive
decline in amyloid positive and prodromal AD cases
(56). In a study of MCI subjects enrolled in ADNI,
patients with high levels of CSF neurogranin were also
found to have a more rapid decline in MMSE scores
(unpublished). Thus, synaptic proteins in CSF might
serve to monitor effects on synaptic integrity in trials
on drug candidates targeting Aβ or tau pathology or
investigating neuroprotective mechanisms.
Structural MRI has also been proposed as a useful
endpoint in AD clinical trials. Brain atrophy is seen
in both normal and pathological aging and in healthy
older adults brain atrophy has been shown to correlate
with pathological CSF profiles (57). In MCI patients
who progress to AD, atrophy rates map to brain areas
where neurodegeneration is taking place (58). As with
CSF biomarkers, for structural atrophy to be used as an
endpoint, the measure must be linked to clinical outcome.
For hippocampal atrophy to be used either
diagnostically or in clinical trials, standardization and
harmonization are again essential (59). A harmonized
protocol for manual hippocampal segmentation was
recently developed and validated by a collaborative
project of The European Alzheimer’s Disease Consortium
(EADC) and ADNI, with support from the Alzheimer’s
Association (60). This group tested the variance due to
different tracers, scanners, post-processing pipeline, and
manual vs. automated segmentation. They concluded
that the harmonized protocol has high measurement
stability and good reproducibility across tracers and

scanners.
A newer imaging method that has generated much
excitement across the field uses PET scanning to assess
tau deposition in the brain. Several different radiotracers
are in development. One of the most promising is a
fluorine-18 labeled compound called T807 (61). This
compound binds selectively to paired helical filaments
of tau. Tau binding shows a stronger relationship to
impairment compared to amyloid imaging, and
anatomically, the pattern of binding is consistent with
Braak stages of tauopathy.
Many issues need to be explored and optimized
to advance the use of tau imaging for diagnosis and
clinical research. These issues include improving the
resolution of images, assessing off-target binding, and
better understanding the regional distribution of tau and
its relationship to CSF findings. The current hypothesis
is that neocortical tau represents incident impairment
due to AD, with large effect sizes comparing normal vs
impaired. If it tracks closely with clinical impairment, is
proximal to clinical change, and represents a downstream
consequence of some other toxicity, it may be useful as
an endpoint for therapeutic trails of an anti-amyloid
treatment. Longitudinal data from studies currently
underway should be available in 2015; and importantly,
thanks to grants from the Accelerated Medicine
Partnership (AMP) and the Alzheimer’s Association, tau
imaging will be included in the DIAN-TU, API, and A4
trials.

Paving the way for combination treatments for
early Alzheimer’s disease
Developing treatments to slow the progression of
AD poses significant challenges. Among these are
determining the optimal stage of treatment and
maximally engaging one or more treatment targets
for this complex neurodegenerative disorder. The
most recent large scale phase 3 treatment trials
testing anti-amyloid therapies have yielded negative
or at best equivocal results, in part due to insufficient
target engagement and relatively late disease stage.
There is a growing consensus among AD experts that
AD is best treated in early stages before substantial
neurodegeneration and disability have occurred. The goal
of intervention is to have a major impact on slowing the
disease course and preserving quality of life. Meeting this
goal, as with other complex chronic medical conditions
such as heart disease, cancer, and HIV, will likely best be
accomplished by combining 2, 3, 4, or more medications
(62). Now is the time to tackle the hurdles and begin
paving the way for combination therapies for AD.
Planning needs to begin in earnest to identify rational
combinations, trial designs, and target populations, and
solving the safety, regulatory, and intellectual property
issues likely to arise. The US-EU Task Force is in a good
133
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position to take a lead role in this effort.
As Dr. Rusty Katz underlined during the Task
Force meeting, one way to approach combinations
is with adaptive clinical trial designs. The agency in
2010 issued draft guidances on adaptive trials (63) and
codevelopment (64). Adaptive designs are complex
and must be well planned. However, from a clinical
perspective they are more efficient designs. This
guidance suggests that almost all aspects of a trial can
be adapted: from eligibility criteria, randomization,
treatment regimens and arms, sample size, to even some
endpoints. The main concern with adaptive designs
is inflation of type-one errors; the guidance proposes
statistical approaches and trial modifications to address
this concern.

Conclusion
EU-US Task Force members expressed optimism about
the use of cognitive markers and composite approaches
as endpoints in pre-dementia clinical trials. Longitudinal
studies suggest that changes on cognitive measures,
even while still within the normal range, may herald
later development of dementia. Since individuals in the
pre-dementia stage are considered clinically “normal,”
the use of cognitive markers seems counterintuitive,
yet it has the advantages of face validity, low cost, ease
of use, and applicability across a range of trial sites.
Closely intertwined with cognitive markers are functional
measures, particularly performance measures that
involve real-life, cognitively complex tasks.
Recently launched prevention trials should provide
substantial amounts of data that will help determine
whether such cognitive and functional measures have
the sensitivity and specificity required for clinical
trials. These studies will also go a long way towards
demonstrating the usefulness of CSF and imaging
biomarkers as potential endpoints in pre-dementia trials.
Meanwhile, it will be important to continue exploration
and discovery of new biomarkers that correlate with
memory loss and cognitive function.
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